Next Wed afternoon, Apr 17th a new nat'l coalition **ALL RISK NO REWARD** is hosting a strategy session and a Nebraska style bar-be-que dinner 8.5 hrs away from here in Fullerton, NE to welcome all of us who have made the trip there to attend the KXL Pipeline Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) hearing the next morning, Thurs, Apr 18th in neighboring Grand Island, NE.

**YOU ARE INVITED.**

The ALL RISK NO REWARD coalition has offered to pay travel expenses for us to attend these events. The coalition includes the local pipeline opposition group KXL Pipeline TruthForce which in turn is made up of several local organizations including OMNI Center for Peace, Justice & Ecology and OMNI350. This is likely the only opportunity for the public to speak our concerns to the State Dept before our President makes his decision whether to allow a foreign petro corporation to place a 3ft diameter mega-pipeline carrying this highly toxic foreign low grade tar sands petro slurry travelling 1800miles to duty free petro refineries owned by foreign corps near Houston on the Gulf. From there the refined tar sands low grade diesel fuel would primarily be shipped and sold to hungry markets in Asia, primarily China. Hence the name **ALL RISK NO REWARD.** After the recent tragic Exxon pipeline rupture in Mayflower AR we understand the all risk side of the pipeline's operation. The foreign petroleum product destined for other foreign energy markets is the no reward of the equation.

If you would like to discuss car pooling or getting a ride with others who are attending the Wed dinner and strategy session in Fullerton, NE on Wed afternoon and the EIS hearing the next morning in Grand Island, NE, please contact us at **kxlpipelinetruthforce@gmail.com** or contact david at 479.521.5677 or cell: 510.459.6086.

Also you can review the coalition website at [http://allrisknoreward.com/](http://allrisknoreward.com/).

Hope you can make it.
NO to the kxl pipeline, for truthforce, david druding

About OMNI Center for Peace Justice & Ecology
Cover your company basics here - legal name, location, years in business, etc. Also include a brief description of your products or services.

WHY 350?

Our Newsletter, 350PPM (parts per million concentration of carbon dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere) seeks to educate the public about the impending crisis of global warming and climate change. We must reduce greenhouse gas emissions and return the levels of CO2 in the atmosphere to no more than 350 parts per million. It is only at these levels or below that the climate and environmental systems of the earth as we know them can be maintained. As a point of reference it was 1988 when the earth's atmosphere contained 350 PPM of CO2.